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Long ago it has been predicted [1,2] that probability for observing the relativistic
positronium in the bound state after its passage through a thin layer of matter is inversely
proportional to layer thickness L. This effect known as superpenetrability take place, when L
is much smaller than characteristic internal positronium time Lorentz dilated in laboratory
system

ry»L. (1)

Here y = E/(2m) is positronium Lorentz factor; E, m - positronium energy and electron mass;

ct=l/137 fine structure constant (throughout we use units for which c = h = 1).
Such dependence considerable deviate from canonical (exponential) law, which are

usual for the survival probabilities in matter. The physical reason of such difference is
possibility for positronium atom to fluctuate in different exited states during its passage
through the slab of matter [3,4]. The similar effect in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is
known as colour transparency, which is a case of colour neutrality of hadrons. At certain
conditions (deep inelastic scattering, hard processes) the created complex system will have a
substantional smaller absorption traversing nucleus then usual hadron. This is one of the most
salient QCD predictions, which is widely investigated last years. Unfortunately up to now
there is no unique conclusion about existence of this effect and only future efforts in this
direction can shed light on this fundamental property of QCD.WA11 this allows one to affirm
that investigation the passage of relativistic positronium atoms through the matter is actual
and in some sense fundamental task. Unfortunately at present time the beams of positronium
atoms are absent. The exciting possibility to create enough intensive beams of relativistic
positronium atoms open the photo production of e V in the Coulomb field of target atoms
(Bethe-Heitler process). The simple estimates [5,6] shown that the photo production processes
can be the real sources of relativistic positronium atoms. Such investigations can be done
using TJNAF or HERA facilities. The processes of positronium photo and electrical
production in the Coulomb field were calculated in all orders in fine structure constant and for
any momentum transfer [7]. The goal of the present work is to investigate the photo
production of positronium atoms on extended targets and effects appearing during it's passage
through the medium. This is interesting not only from theoretical point of view but may be
useful for further possible experimental investigations. Thus, in the framework of the eikonal
approach, which is valid when the condition (1) is fulfilled, we obtained the analytical
expression for positronium atoms yield in its photo production on extended targets. It has
been predicted that the relative yield of ortopositronium (S = 1) to parapositronium (S = 0)
rise with increasing the target thickness L. The numerical calculations were done and it has
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shown that it is a quite real task to investigate this process using existing accelerators

facilities.
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The fundamental properties (reaction mechanisms and nuclear structure) of nuclear

matter are very interdependent, and understanding of this one can get only under joint

examination of macro-

and microscopic models and using different types of incident particles such

as:«ordinary»(e.g. a-particles), intermediate (heavy ions), till «exotic»(radioactive nuclei).

The elastic and inelastic scattering of 40 - 50 Mev alpha particles by 90'94Zr, 92'94Mo, 120>124Sn

have been measured to investigate the isospin mixing of transitions into the 2\ and 3~ states.

Data was analyzed in framework of quasi-classical approach models, optic model with

deformed potential including coupled channel method and distorted wave approximation, and

by microscopic folding model. The phase shifts between measured and calculated oscillated

cross-sections of inelastic scattering were founded. The comprehension of these phenomena

has been made with taking into account the already known experiments with different

energies and types of incident particles (e.g. [1,2,3] and other sources). Values of parameters

of deformation lengths ^ 2 N , ^ 3 N of low-lying states for studied nuclei were determined, the

ratios Mn / Mp of multipole matrix elements were also received. The comparison of our data

with results of other authors [2,3] for different type (p, ^ , 6Li ) of incident particles has been

made.
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